Abstract
genetic studies have associated different genes and loci with ET, but few have investigated the 27 biology of any of these genes. STK$%B was significantly associated with ET in a large GWAS 28 study and was found to be overexpressed in ET cerebellar tissue. Here, we overexpressed STK$%B 29 in human cerebellar DAOY cells and used an RNA-Seq approach to identify differentially 30 expressed genes by comparing the transcriptome profile of these cells to the one of control DAOY 31 cells. Pathway and gene ontology enrichment identified axon guidance, olfactory signalling and 32 calcium-voltage channels as significant. Additionally, we show that overexpressing STK$%B 33 affects transcript levels of previously implicated ET genes such as FUS. Our results investigate the 34 effects of overexpressed STK$%B and suggest that it may be involved in relevant ET pathways and 35
genes. 36
Introduc;on Specifically, abnormalities with Purkinje cell axons and dendrites were found in ET brains O . 42 Furthermore, the olivocerebellar circuitry has been implicated in ET pathology and many calcium 43 voltage channels are highly expressed in this circuitry j . 44
45
The genetic etiology of ET has remained largely elusive and most studies have focused on common 46 or rare variants and on looking for genetic overlap with other disorders k,l . Twin studies have shown 47 that ET has a concordance of km-mJ% in monozygotic twins and 0l-0m% in dizygotic twins, which 48 suggests that both genetic and environmental factors drive the onset and development of this 49 complex trait p . A recent genome-wide association study (GWAS) identified a significant locus in 50 STK$%B and found that ET patients overexpressed STK$%B in cerebellar tissue by comparison to 51 healthy controls m . STK$%B is transcribed and translated into YANK0, a serine/threonine kinase, 52 that has not been well characterized. There have been several exome-wide studies that implicated 53 different genetic variants as causes of ET. The first ET-implicated gene found through exome 54 sequencing was the Fused in Sarcoma gene (FUS) .s . However, it is unclear whether these "ET" 55 genes interact or have indirect effects on the expression of each other. 56
57
To understand the effects of overexpressed STK$%B and identify pathways potentially relevant to 58 ET, we overexpressed the gene in human cerebellar DAOY cells and compared transcriptomic 59 changes in overexpressed cells and empty-vector controls using RNA sequencing. Several 60 interesting pathways such as axon guidance, calcium ion transmembrane transport, and olfactory 61 transduction were significantly enriched after overexpression of STK$%B. We also identified 62 previously implicated ET genes whose expression is dysregulated through the overexpression of 63 STK$%B, suggesting that overexpressed STK$%B may have relevant downstream effects. 64
Results

65
Confirming overexpression of STK$%B
66
The STK$%B stable cell lines had higher RNA expression of STK$%B, which was detected by 67 reverse-transcriptase qPCR (Supplementary Figure . 
80
A total of J,lmO genes were found to be differentially expressed with a q-value <s.sj. There were 81
O0j genes with a β > |s.j| and q-value <s.sj. Amongst the O0j genes, three potentially relevant ET 82 genes were dysregulated: FUS (q-value = s.ssl, β=s.p.0) and two calcium voltage channel genes 83 that are enriched in the olivocerebellar circuitry, CACNA-C (q-value = s.s.., β= s.jsJ) and 84 differentially expressed genes (DEGs) due to the overexpression of STK$%B, including olfactory 86 transduction (P=0.kpE-Jm), axon guidance (P=m.jsE-Jk), and calcium ion transmembrane 87 transport (P=J.s0E-J.) (Table .) exome familial ET study that identified FUS, we also found reduced mRNA levels for FUS .s . 105
Similarly, the expression of FUS is lower when STK$%B is overexpressed, suggesting an indirect 106 relationship between the two genes. Additionally, two calcium voltage-gated channel genes, 107
CACNA-C AND CACNA-A were overexpressed. Enrichment analyses found calcium ion 108 transmembrane transport to be highly significant in GO Processes, suggesting that STK$%B may 109 play a role upstream of these genes. In the olivocerebellar circuitry, a system implicated in ET, is 110 enriched for both of these genes j,.J . By sub-stratifying the overexpressed genes into different clusters that are co-expressed, several 118 interesting pathways involving the cardiovascular system were identified. Pathways such as right 119 ventricular cardiomyopathy in KEGG and angiogenesis in GO Processes were found among the 120 top five significant pathways. In certain ET patients, beta-blockers can reduce tremor magnitude 121 and frequency. Beta-blockers lower blood pressure and are used to treat irregular heart rhythm and 122 other cardiovascular phenotypes. A common treatment for ET is propranolol, a beta-blocker. This 
